
 

 

 
Cropredy Church of England Primary School 

Station Road, Cropredy, OX17 1PU 
Tel: 01295 750210 

Email: office.3000@cropredy.oxon.sch.uk  
 

Headteacher: Phil Goldsworthy 
Chair of Governors: Chris Kaye 

 
Dear Parents, Carers and Children        17th September 2021 

 

We hope that you and your families had a restful and relaxing summer holiday together. We have really 

loved welcoming back the children. The Autumn Term is an exciting time for your children, and we will 

do all we can to ensure that they transition and settle into KS1 happily. Please email the school office if 

you have anything you wish to ask or information or concerns that you need to share with us. 

 

We may have some sunshine still to come so please remember to apply a long-lasting sun lotion to 

your child before school on warm, sunny days and to send them with a named sunhat (and a named 

water bottle every day). 

 

Topic 

For the whole of the Autumn Term we will be combining the topics ‘Moon Zoom’ and ‘Muck, Mess and 

Mixtures’. In the first half of the term, our books will lead us on a science fiction route, using our 

imaginations to think about new planets and the beings that might live on them. We will create rocket 

fuel for their spaceships, use the iPads to draw our ideas. 

On Monday 20th September we will be having a messy Science morning and Art afternoon so please 

can the children come in old scruffy clothes that you don’t mind getting messy.   

 

We will also be junk modelling spaceships, creating space landscapes for the space robots (BeeBots) 

to travel around, doing alien marbling and bubble art and making salt dough aliens. 

 

English 

We kick off the term with an alien crash site drawn from the book Q Pootle 5 by Nick Butterworth. The 

children will investigate the artifacts and try to find the alien that is hiding somewhere in our classroom. 

The children will learn about the terms noun and adjective whilst describing the space artifacts, Q 

Pootle 5, his spaceship and the earthlings he meets in the story.  

 

Our classroom continuous provision follows this theme, having a mission control and interactive 

spaceship in the role play area. The children will be doing sensory science experiments and creative 

space themed crafts and activities. Outside the children will be making alien food in the mud kitchen, 

exploring the surface of Mars in the sandpit and building space vehicles with the construction materials  

 

Maths 

In Maths, during the Autumn term the children shall cover the topics; place value, addition and 

subtraction and geometry with shape. They shall build on their previous knowledge of counting by 

forwards and backwards and learning the mathematical vocabulary greater than, fewer than and equal 

to. The children will learn to continue sequences and find consecutive and non-consecutive numbers 

from missing numbers. We shall also spend some time considering the positional placement of 

numbers when we touch on ordinal number. 

As well as recognising the numbers as numerals they will learn to read the number words and 

represent these using concrete manipulatives, pictures and in the abstract form.  
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We shall be reinforcing number bonds throughout the year. The children will learn that a number can be 

partitioned into two or more parts. This will help them with number bonds and addition.The children will 

need to be able to explain How do you know? And How many different ways can you get to the same 

answer? 

As we move on to geometry of shape this block of work will be mainly practical and as outdoors as we 

can, spotting and making 2d and 3d shapes in nature. 

 

 Reading 

This year we are beginning a new phonics and reading programme called Little Wandle. More 

information about this programme can be found at 

https://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/resources/for-parents/  In school the children will have 

three guided reading sessions each week working in small groups using texts that follow on from their 

phonics. The children will read the same book three times, one session decoding, one working on 

fluency and the last on comprehension. There will also be 1:1 reading sessions provided for those who 

need a little extra support or practise. 

 

Reading Books 

Reading books will be sent home with the children as soon as we have had a chance to re-assess their 

levels. The children’s books will be changed once a week (if they have been read) during one of their 

guided reading sessions. So, the children will need their book bags in school every day for guided and 

their 1:1 sessions.  

We will be sending 3 reading books for each child a week, two books at their colour level to challenge 

and allow them to practice their skills with you, along with one library book for you to share to increase 

their vocabulary and love of reading.  

We hope that you will continue to hear your child read regularly at home, aiming for at least five times a 

week. Each child can earn a star if they achieve this target, and we have certificates to reward regular 

reading.  

We are happy for the children to use any of the online reading apps as well as books they have at 

home to count as daily reading. Just please be sure to keep a brief record in your child’s reading diary 

whenever they read to an adult at home so it can be tallied towards their certificates.  

 

Spelling and Homework 

When we begin to send out homework and spellings it will be handed out on a Friday and collected 

back in on Wednesday to be marked. The children will keep their homework book in their reading 

folder. Inside the book you will find; 

• Reading Rocket colouring page, this is for your children to practise sight reading high frequency 
words. If your child can instantly recognise a word on three different occasions, then they can 
colour in that section of the picture. When they have completed the sheet the next one will be 
given. Recognition must be instant for them to colour, tick the words as you go, three ticks and 
they are they good. Only work on one or two unknown words per week, you could have flash 
cards around the house and play spot that word in all the books you read that week. 

• Spellings, this term we will focus on spelling the high frequency words that the children will use 
regularly in their writing. The children will be given 5 words to practise using the look, say, cover, 
write system. There will be a spelling test on Thursday mornings. 

• English and Maths, the children will be given an English or Maths activity on alternate weeks 
that follows on from something they have been learning in school.  

• We will also be using the online tool Study ladder to set additional tasks for those who would like 
extra, but this will be optional. Logins will be stuck inside the homework books when it is all set 
up. 
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Google Classroom 

You will receive a personal login to gain access to our classroom page, this will also be stuck into your 

child’s homework book. Here you will be able to see what the children are doing each day and have 

access to some other optional extra work for you to do at home if you wish. There is also a stream page 

where we will keep you updated about any changes to timetabling, notes, or memos.   

 

PE & PE Kit 

The children will do PE on Thursday afternoons. The children need to come to school wearing their PE 

kit for the whole day on PE days.  

 

Our PE kit consists of: 

• House coloured t-shirt* 

• House coloured hoodie* 

• Navy shorts 

• Navy track suit bottoms 

• White sport socks 

• Trainers 

 

All items of uniform must be clearly marked with your child's name. All earrings, watches, and jewellery 

to be removed for P.E. lessons. Long hair should always be tied back with dark coloured hair 

accessories whilst at school anyway. School uniform items can be ordered on Parent pay and will be 

sent home with your child when it arrives. 

 

Forest School 

Mrs Gibbard-Atherton takes our class for outdoor learning on a Wednesday afternoon. Please send 

your child to school in old clothes to suit the weather conditions with multiple layers to put on top for our 

session. It is our policy for the children to wear long sleeves and legs whilst down there (even in the 

summer) to provide some protection against insects and nettles. The children will then use their set of 

waterproofs and wellies that stay in school all term if needed. It is important during the cold months to 

send them with more layers, hats, gloves, scarves, extra thick socks, etc., as they are out there all 

afternoon, and it can wreck the experience if feet or fingers get cold.  

 

Changes of clothes 

If your child is prone to the occasional accident, please can your child keep a change of uniform in a 

sealable plastic bag in their school bag. 

 

If you have any other questions or concerns, please do email the school office. We will be happy to help 

in any way that we can. 

 

Kind Regards  

Mrs Reid & Mrs Gibbard-Atherton 

 


